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10

Rubric

How might the information in this news report encourage people to visit Alberta? Use specific details
and examples from the selection to support your answer.

Descriptor

Response identifies one or more ways that this news report might encourage people to visit Alberta, but
does not support the choice.The response provides

• no support for the choice

or

• irrelevant support based on the selection

or

• support that applies to encouraging people to visit anywhere (e.g., because it is interesting to see
different museums).

Question

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it provides support that could apply to anywhere, not specifically
Alberta (“there is history there and caulture,” “something for eneyone to do there”).

Booklet 1: Section I, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies one or more ways that this news report might encourage people to visit Alberta, but
uses

• vague support from the selection to show how the report might encourage people to visit Alberta
(e.g., if you like dinosaurs, this museum has them all.).

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the support and how it might
encourage people.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it identifies a way that the report encourages people to visit
(“because there is a new species of dinosaurs”) but uses vague support.The reader is required to make
the connection between the finding of the new species and the idea that “anyone can come dig and find
a dinosaur themselves”.

Booklet 1: Section I, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies one or more ways that this news report might encourage people to visit Alberta, and
uses specific and relevant support from the selection to clearly show how the article might encourage
people to visit Alberta.

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it identifies a way that the report encourages people to visit Alberta
(“readers may now be curious to see a possible new species”).The response uses a specific and relevant
detail from the selection (Day Digs) and clearly shows how the Day Dig encourages people to visit
Alberta (“People who read this news report may now want to participate in the Day Digs to discover
new specimens.”).

Booklet 1: Section I, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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10

Rubric

If you could visit anywhere in the world, which place would you visit? Explain why.

This writing task is scored for both Topic Development and Conventions (grammar, punctuation, etc.) using two separate rubrics.

Descriptor

Response identifies where the writer would visit, but

• does not provide an explanation for the choice

or

• the explanation is irrelevant.

Question

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it identifies a place the writer would visit (“trinidad”) but it does not
provide an explanation for the choice.

Booklet 1: Section III, Question 1 Rubric: Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies where the writer would visit and provides at least one reason for the choice, but

• the explanation is vague (e.g., I’ve always wanted to go there.).

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the main idea and 
the support.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it identifies a place to visit (“Bar Baydos”) and provides a vague reason
for that choice (“I have never been there”… “it would be nice to go there”).

Booklet 1: Section III, Question 1 Rubric: Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies where the writer would visit and explains the choice with one or more specific and
relevant reasons to support the choice (e.g., I want to see the ruins of the Aztec temples.).

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it identifies a place to visit (“Rome”) and explains the choice with 
reasons that are specific and relevant to that place (“look upon the Coliseum”… “stand within great
ruines of the past”).

Booklet 1: Section III, Question 1 Rubric: Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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10

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions distract from communication.

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because missing words and sentence structure errors distract from 
communication.

Booklet 1: Section III, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions do not distract from communication.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because a small error in the last sentence does not distract from 
communication.

Booklet 1: Section III, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response
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10

Rubric

Task: Write a news report based on the headline and picture on the next page. 

• You will have to make up the facts and information, answering some or 
all of the following questions: Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?

• You must relate your newspaper report to both the headline and the picture.

This writing task is scored for both Topic Development and Conventions (grammar, punctuation, etc.) using two separate rubrics.

Descriptor

• The response is related to headline and/or photo but is not a news report.

or

• The response is a news report related to the headline and/or photo. It identifies an event, but provides
no supporting details, or provides details that are unrelated to the event.There is no evidence of
organization.

Question

Annotation

The response is a news report related to the headline and/or photo.

The response identifies an event (“person came to their school”), but provides no supporting details.

There is no evidence of organization.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to headline and/or photo but only partly in the form of a news report.

or

• The response is a news report related to the headline and/or photo, but the focus on an event is
unclear or inconsistent.There are insufficient supporting details: too few or repetitious.There is limited
evidence of organization.

Annotation

The response is related to headline and/or photo but only partly in the form of a news report.The first
part is a report but the response switches to a narrative/personal response.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is a news report related to the headline and photo with a clear focus on an event.There
are insufficient and/or vague supporting details or the connection of the details to the event is not
always clear.There is evidence of organization, but lapses distract from the overall communication.

Annotation

The response is a news report related to the headline and photo with a clear focus on an event 
(“esembly”).

There are insufficient and/or vague supporting details. Basic details are provided but are insufficiently
developed.The quotation does not add much further information.

There is evidence of organization.The opening sentence is typical of a news report.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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40

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is a news report related to the headline and photo with a clear and consistent focus on
an event.There are sufficient supporting details, however, only some are specific.The organization is
mechanical and any lapses do not distract from the overall communication.

Annotation

The response is focused clearly and consistently on an event (“to hear [speaker’s name]”).

There are sufficient supporting details, however, only some are specific (e.g., dates, names,
the S.G.W. group).

The organization is mechanical and any lapses do not distract from the overall communication.
The order of information follows the headline (speaker, message, inspiration).

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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50

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is a news report related to the headline and photo with a clear and 
consistent focus on an event.There are sufficient specific supporting details to develop 
the news report. The organization is logical.

Annotation

There are sufficient specific supporting details (names, date, information about the speaker and D.A.R.E.).

The organization is logical.The response is organized chronologically. Effective use of transition words (“at
the end,” “later,” “overall”) help the flow of information.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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60

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is a news report related to the headline and photo with a clear and consistent focus 
on an event.There are sufficient specific supporting details, which are thoughtfully chosen to develop
the news report.The organization is coherent demonstrating a thoughtful progression of ideas.

Annotation

There are sufficient specific supporting details, thoughtfully chosen. All 5Ws are answered with specific
information and developed with thoughtful details ( e.g., invited by school’s “I Can” club, quotations 
showing that students were inspired and that develop the focus, description of bracelet routine).

Organization is coherent demonstrating a thoughtful progression of ideas.

The body paragraphs develop ideas coherently and smoothly. Each quotation is placed effectively 
to support the idea in the previous paragraph.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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10

Rubric

Descriptor

• There is insufficient evidence to assess the use of conventions.

or

• Errors in conventions interfere with communication.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

Errors in conventions interfere with communication. Re-reading is necessary due to spelling errors 
(e.g., “wath,” “toactors,” “paly,” “hocy”).
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions distract from communication.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

Frequency and nature of errors distract from communication (e.g., infinitive “to inspires;” verb tense
“make;” missing verb “He a comedy;” spelling “Secondly”).
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions do not distract from communication.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

Despite frequency of errors (e.g., “everyones surprise,” “excpect,” “this dain age,” “newely noted”), errors
in conventions do not distract from communication.The reader easily follows the student’s train of thought.
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40

Rubric

Descriptor

• Control of conventions is evident in written work.

Booklet 1: Section IV, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

Control of conventions is evident in written work. Evidence of control is seen in the use of commas 
with phrases, correct use of punctuation around quotations and the correct use of the apostrophe.
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10

Rubric

Summarize this selection. Include a main idea and one relevant point that supports it.

Descriptor

Response answers only part of the question. The response provides

• only a main idea (e.g., Green roofs help the environment.)

or

• one or more supporting points only (e.g., they provide a home for birds; the grass makes oxygen 
for the air)

or

• a main idea with an irrelevant or unconnected supporting point (e.g., Green roofs are a good way 
to cool buildings in the city.They look nice too.).

Question

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it answers only part of the question.The response provides only 
a main idea (“it is beneficial to stop smog and putting prarie grass on our roofs would help do so”).

Booklet 1: Section V, Question 7 Rubric

Sample Student Response



20

20

Rubric

Descriptor

Response provides a correct main idea, and

• one or more vague points from the reading selection to support it.(e.g., Green roofs help save on air
conditioning.They cool the air.)

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the supporting point and the
main idea.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it provides a correct main idea (“Prairie grass is a smart and easy way
to reduce smog and temperature”), but the support is vague (“we could reduce air conditioning prices”).
The reader must make the connection among the three ideas of prairie grass, reduced temperature and
reduced air conditioning prices.

Booklet 1: Section V, Question 7 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response provides a correct main idea and one or more specific and relevant points as support for it.

The connection between the supporting point and the main idea is made for the reader.

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it provides a correct main idea (“putting grass on their roof ’s which
cools down the temperature”) which is supported by a specific and relevant point (“If six percent of
Torontos roofs were grass the temperature would go down a couple degrees.”).

Booklet 1: Section V, Question 7 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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10

Rubric

Task: Write a minimum of three paragraphs expressing an opinion on the topic below. Develop
your main idea with supporting details (proof, facts, examples, etc.)

Are today’s famous people good role models for young people?

This writing task is scored for both Topic Development and Conventions (grammar, punctuation, etc.) using two separate rubrics.

Descriptor

• The response is related to the prompt but does not express an opinion.

or

• The response expresses an opinion with no supporting details or provides details unrelated to the
opinion.There is no evidence of organization.

Question

Annotation

The response expresses an opinion with no supporting details.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to the prompt, but only part of the response expresses and supports 
an opinion.

or

• The response is related to the prompt, and expresses and supports an opinion, but the opinion 
is unclear or inconsistent.There are insufficient supporting details: too few or repetitious.There is 
limited evidence of organization.

Annotation

The response is related to the prompt, and expresses and supports an opinion.

Insufficient supporting details: too few.

There is limited evidence of organization (connection between role models and examples of rappers,
famous people is not developed).

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to the prompt and expresses a clear opinion.There are insufficient and/or
vague supporting details or the connection of the details to the opinion is not always clear.There 
is evidence of organization, but lapses distract from the overall communication.

Annotation

The response expresses a clear opinion.

The supporting details are insufficient and vague (“kind,” “visit them,” “pay for them,” “donate money 
so that they can buy the things”).

The supporting details are organized as a simple list with no connecting words and no conclusion.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response



25

40

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to the prompt. A clear and consistent opinion is developed with sufficient 
supporting details, however only some are specific.The organization is mechanical and any lapses 
do not distract from the overall communication.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response

Continued on the next page.
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Annotation 

Response develops a clear and consistent opinion.

Sufficient supporting details, some are general (“people,” “people in the media”) and some are specific 
(“are children them selfs,” “guns and knifes as protection”).

Organization is mechanical (“A second reason,” “thirdly,” “in conclution”).The fact that the introduction 
is a single word (“NO”) is a lapse that does not distract from the overall communication. Conclusion 
reinforces the main idea.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response (continued)



27

50

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to the prompt. A clear and consistent opinion is developed with sufficient spe-
cific supporting details.The organization is logical.

Booklet #: Section x, Question # Rubric

Sample Student Response

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Continued on the next page.
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Annotation 

A clear and consistent opinion is developed with sufficient specific supporting details. Response builds 
a position through the use of details, examples and explanations.

The organization is logical (introduction, each of the four paragraphs in the body relate back to 
the opinion, conclusion), and the response develops smoothly through the use of transitions.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response (continued)



29

60

Rubric

Descriptor

• The response is related to the assigned prompt. A clear and consistent opinion is developed with 
sufficient specific supporting details that are thoughtfully chosen.The organization is coherent 
demonstrating a thoughtful progression of ideas.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response

Continued on the next page.
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Annotation 

Response is well developed with clear and sufficient specific supporting details that are thoughtfully 
chosen (thoughtfulness of examples is demonstrated by the carefully chosen descriptive details: “nurturing
parents,” “there for their children,” “jaw dropping $8 million to different charities”).

The organization is coherent (use of transitions to indicate relationships among ideas: “however,” “others 
do not,” “also,” “are just two of many,” “for this reason”) and demonstrates a thoughtful progression 
of ideas to a thoughtful conclusion (“hope that young people have the sense to tell the difference”).

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response (continued)
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10

Rubric

Descriptor

• There is insufficient evidence to assess the use of conventions.

or

• Errors in conventions interfere with communication.

Annotation

There is insufficient evidence to assess the use of conventions.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions distract from communication.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Continued on the next page.
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Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response (continued)

Annotation

Frequency and nature of errors distract from communication (e.g., lack of sentence punctuation, spelling
of “becuse,” “waitch,” “wan’t”).
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

• Errors in conventions do not distract from communication.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Continued on the next page.
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Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response (continued)

Annotation

Despite errors (e.g., “alot,” “persons life,” “someones life,” “dont,” “gonna”), errors in conventions do not
distract from communication.The reader easily follows the student’s train of thought.
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40

Rubric

Descriptor

• Control of conventions is evident in written work.

Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Continued on the next page.
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Booklet 2: Section VI, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response (continued)

Annotation

Control of conventions is evident in written work (e.g., correct use of apostrophe in “celebrities’
personalities,” of the hyphen in “modern-day,” of the comma around phrases, of the question mark with
rhetorical questions).
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10

Rubric

Explain why the final sentence is an effective conclusion to the selection. Use relevant and specific
information from the selection to support your answer. 

Descriptor

The response attempts to answer the question, but does not link the meaning of the final sentence 
to the events of the dialogue (e.g., it explains why they were so rude).

or

The explanation is based on irrelevant support from the selection (e.g., there are quotations in the last
sentence to indicate Ben is talking).

Question

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it attempts to answer the question (“because it explains why he was
kind of rude to them”), but does not link the final sentence to events in the dialogue. As well, it includes
irrelevant information (“it’s also not a good enough excuse to be rude to them”).

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 5 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

The response provides vague support consistent with the reading selection to explain why the final 
sentence of the selection is effective.

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the explanation and what 
it is intended to support.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it explains why the conclusion is effective by referring to an event 
from the selection (“It explains why the “couple” were so eager to wait in the cold for hours just to get 
a table in Ben’s section”).The response is vague because it does not develop the relationship between
their waiting in the cold and the ending.

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 5 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response clearly explains why the final sentence is an effective conclusion to the selection, using specific
and relevant support from the selection (e.g., By learning that Ali and Dana are Ben’s siblings, it answers
many questions such as why they were being rude and why they waited so long for a table in his section.).

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it gives a reason why the conclusion is effective (“because it clears up
all the confusion”).The response uses specific and relevant support from the selection to clearly explain
what is confusing (“people talk to each other in a rude manner, like when Ben says…”) and then explains
how this behaviour links to an effective conclusion (“Normally, a waiter know he would get in trouble for
this but because they are all related, it makes the situation more ethical.”).

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 5 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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Rubric

Explain whether or not Ben is a good waiter. Use specific details and examples from the selection 
to support your explanation. 

Descriptor

Response attempts to answer the question, but provides

• a list of one or more characteristics/qualities or actions with no explanation for whether or not Ben 
is a good waiter (e.g., Ben is patient and polite.).

or

• an irrelevant explanation based on the selection (e.g., Ben is a good waiter and his boss probably likes
to have him work at the busy time).

Question

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it lists the qualities of Ben (“polite, patient, organized, and working
hard”) with no explanation for whether Ben is a good waiter.

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

Response explains whether or not Ben is a good waiter, but

• uses vague support from the reading selection to justify the characteristic(s) (e.g., even though he
knows the people, he still acts in a good manner).

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the support provided and
what it is intended to prove.

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it uses vague support to explain why Ben is a good waiter (“he was
very nice,” “did his job perfectly”).

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response clearly explains whether or not Ben is a good waiter by using specific and relevant support
from the reading selection (e.g., He recited the specials without forgetting them and didn’t let the rude
customers mix him up.).

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it clearly explains why Ben is a good waiter using specific and relevant
support from the reading selection (“Ben knew before, and he still used a polite waiter manner when
they complained about the service,” “In paragraph 6, Ben apologizes that they had to wait, when siblings
usually go on without saying sorry.”).

Booklet 2: Section IX, Question 6 Rubric

Sample Student Response
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Rubric

Describe two positive features of living in Canada. Give reasons to support your answer.

This writing task is scored for both Topic Development and Conventions (grammar, punctuation, etc.) using two separate rubrics.

Descriptor

Response identifies one or more positive features of living in Canada but

• does not provide an explanation for any of the choices

or

• the explanation is irrelevant.

Question

Booklet 2: Section X, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response

Annotation

This response is Code 10 because it identifies two positive features of living in Canada (“there are many
activities,” “rather small population”), but does not provide support for why they are positive for either 
of these choices.
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Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies one positive feature of living in Canada and provides a vague or specific explanation
for that choice.

or

Response identifies two positive features but provides

• a vague explanation for one or both of them (e.g., free health care because we need it) 

or

• a specific explanation for only one of the features.

The response usually requires the reader to make the connection between the main idea and the support.

Booklet 2: Section X, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because it identifies two positive features of living in Canada. One feature 
(“so much stuff to do”) is not supported. Relevant support is provided for the second feature: “so many
trees and animals” is supported with “I love how you can just walk out our front door and see a deer 
or two.”
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30

Rubric

Descriptor

Response identifies two positive features and clearly explains these choices by providing one or more
specific and relevant reasons as support for each choice (e.g., four seasons give us a variety of sports.
For example, we can ski in winter and golf in the summer.).

Booklet 2: Section X, Question 1 Rubric:Topic Development

Sample Student Response

Annotation

This response is Code 30 because it identifies two positive features of living in Canada (“Freedom 
and snow”). Both choices are supported with specific and relevant information explaining how each 
is a positive feature.
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10

Rubric

Descriptor

• errors in conventions distract from communication

Booklet 2: Section X, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

This response is Code 10 for conventions because errors in spelling (“sepasileay,” “diffeard,” “canteray”)
and in sentence construction distract from communication.
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20

Rubric

Descriptor

• errors in conventions do not distract from communication

Booklet 2: Section X, Question 1 Rubric: Use of Conventions

Sample Student Response

Annotation

This response is Code 20 because an error in spelling (“friendlyness”) does not distract from communication.


